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18 Calls wife and shares great news.
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I wonder why I didn’t  
receive an email update  

about these trips?

Perfect, one of these trips  
might work for us! 

Sounds great, let’s book it!

Getting closer. Now I  
need to book flights.

I guess they announce 
new trips on Instagram 

before email?

Now, I’m really excited!

It’s official, our trip is booked!

Why can’t I book  
this trip on their website  

like their other trips?

Hi, please send me more info on 
the Shangri La trip in May. I joined 

the mailing list but didn’t see a 
notice. I’d like to book.

Not ideal, but it’ll work.  
Want to book trip ASAP since  
they only have 3 spots left.

Hi, I’d like to register  
for May Shangri La trip,  

is it still available?
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11 Finally finds flights —requires overnight connection.

06 They make decision and are ready to book their trip.

01  Sees Lost Plate’s story of upcoming trips on Instagram.  
 Limited spaces available.

Lost Plate announces trips on three different channels: 
through Instagram, WeChat and email, and at separate 
times. On Day 1, they announced on WeChat, on Day 2, 
they announced on Instagram, and on Day 3, they finally 
announced through email newsletter. This causes a lot of 
confusion for users who might miss out on booking a trip 
because they don’t know when or where LP will announce 
their trips. It also means you have to closely follow each 
of their channels to stay ahead of the game—especially 
since groups are small and tours book fast. 

You usually book LP tours through their website. But you can’t 
do that for these new extended trips. It would be helpful for 
users if LP still directed people on how and where to book. 

Because David didn’t know how to book, he messaged LP 
through multiple social channels. Luckily they responded 
quickly, but if they had not, David could have lost the chance 
to participate in the trip, and the wait would have increased 
the frustration levels. 

Because the trips are expensive and non-refundable, it  
is nice that you get to chat with an actual person before  
securing your booking. 

The actual act of booking was quite easy. Figuring out  
how to do so, and staying in the loop on new trips as soon  
as announced seem to be the bigger challenges. 

07 Visits website to book, but his tour isn’t on there. 14 David messages LP on WeChat.

15 LP messages back immediately. There are two spots  
 left! Provides disclaimers about the trip (ie lots of bumpy 
 roads, high elevation, not shopping, etc). 

16 David transfers non-refundable deposit and provides 
 documentation info to secure booking.

17 Books non-refundable flights. 

19 Checks email. Finally received LP newsletter  
 announcing new trips.

20 Receives email confirmation of trip booking with  
 preparatory info. 

03 Checks to see if received email newsletter with more  
 information. Nothing in inbox.

09 LP messages back within 5 minutes. Only 3 spots left! But  
 need to book your own transportation from/to Shanghai.

12 David messages LP back.  He is ready to book. 

13 They only have 2 spots left! Need to secure booking 
 through a specific WeChat channel.  

02 Finds two of their trips match “travel wish list” on story.
08 Messages LP through Instagram and WeChat.

04 Calls wife to discuss trips. They check their schedules 
 to see if the timing works for both of them, and it does.

10 Calls wife. Both start looking for flights frantically.  

05 David and wife start researching both trips through trip 
 advisor, Instagram, and WeChat groups and friends.
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ACTIONS, THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

INSIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

SCENARIO

David enjoys discovering new cultures and learning  
about the history and people of the places he goes.  
His job keeps him busy, so he is left with limited time  
to travel. When he does take a trip, he wants to make  
sure it is worth the time and money.

David is a returning customer of Lost Plate food tours.  
He has done of their one-day food tours and thought 
it was excellent. Now he is interested in booking on of  
their new extended trips.  

GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS

David’s goal is to book he and his wife for a trip before  
they run out of spaces. Since he has booked a tour with 
Lost Plate before, he expects re-booking to be simple  
and straightforward.
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